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SUMMARY

For this sample, I present the blog post Kazakhstan: Where Horses are Revered 
and Eaten, published on December 17, 2015. It appeared on The Plate, National 
Geographic’s blog for the “Future of Food” initiative,” and illustrates the 
multi-step process required to drive a successful social/digital campaign.

Please note that while this is a work of journalism, not marketing, I believe it 
shares much in common with the social/digital marketing campaigns of The 
Nature Conservancy. It was written to achieve a mission-driven objective (“In 
our rapidly changing, globalized world, we all need to understand how food has 
made us who we are today and how it shapes our future”), and to engage a 
target audience of people concerned about food and agriculture.

In conceptualizing this story, my goal was to use the custom of eating horse 
meat in Kazakhstan as a window for examining America’s cultural taboo 
against it. Editorially, the blog was crafted to maximize engagement, featuring: 
a first-person narrative to give a sense of immediacy and drama; a 
compare-and-contrast to highlight talking points; and bold photography for 
viewers to “lillypad” as they scrolled down. 

What follows is a description of how I managed the social media campaign in 
order to drive engagement and readership. 

http://theplate.nationalgeographic.com/2015/12/17/kazakhstan-where-horses-are-revered-and-eaten/
http://theplate.nationalgeographic.com/2015/12/17/kazakhstan-where-horses-are-revered-and-eaten/
http://theplate.nationalgeographic.com/2015/12/17/kazakhstan-where-horses-are-revered-and-eaten/


TWITTER

● Blog designed with Twitter in mind:
○ “Tweetable” title to encourage rebroadcasting

○ Evocative header photograph as “click bait” 

○ Blog’s catchy lede hooks readers

● Three-week Twitter campaign:
○ Day of publication, primary channels: 

@ryanbellwriter, @NatGeoFood

○ Week 1, secondary channels: 
@NatGeoExplorers, @natgeomagazine

○ Weeks 2-3, promotional partners: 
@fulbrightPrgrm, @cowboypoetry

https://twitter.com/ryanbellwriter/status/677482542468059136
https://twitter.com/JeffreyLKatz/status/681856868923346944
https://twitter.com/FulbrightPrgrm/status/678326653643264000
https://twitter.com/NatGeoFood/status/677494726912815108
https://twitter.com/NatGeoExplorers/status/679005429201018880


FACEBOOK

● Promotional partners published Facebook 
posts crafted to their audiences
○ In “Comments” section, readers engaged in lively 

discussion

● Posts made nearly three weeks after 
publication continued driving traffic

INSTAGRAM

● Posted alternate photographs, treating 
Instagram channel as “bonus” feature

● Detailed captions teased viewers to read 
the original blog post

https://www.facebook.com/NGM/posts/10153899926578336
https://www.instagram.com/p/_yuG5IrXs-/
https://www.facebook.com/fulbright/posts/10153727563219647?match=dGhlIGZ1bGJyaWdodCBwcm9ncmFtLHJ5YW4gYmVsbCxmdWxicmlnaHQ%3D


3 WEEKS ACTIVE
270+ COMMENTS
11,450+ SOCIAL SHARES

IMPACTS: CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING, 
SPARKED MISSION-BASED DIALOGUE, GREW 
SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWING

OUTCOMES
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